
Wide Format Scanner for 

SuperSpeed Technical 

Imaging and Graphics

SmartLF SC 42
INNOVATION IN WIDE FORMAT SCANNERS AND SOFTWARE

SUITABLE FOR: 

TECHNICAL & CAD DRAWING OFFICES,  

PROFESSIONAL SCANNING & COPY SERVICES 

FOR ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, CONSTRUCTION, 

GEOGRAPHIC & MAPPING PROJECTS



Key Features

HIGH VOLUME PRODUCTION SCANNER

�� NEW  SingleSensor1 digital imaging 
technology providing 1200dpi optical with 
9800dpi maximum scanning resolution

� NEW Reliable paper feed from advanced 
Single Driven Hold-up Roller giving even feed 
pressure across scan width

� NEW SuperSpeed USB3 interface providing 
5Gb/sec data transfer which is a factor of 
TEN times improvement over USB2

� NEW Wide scan deck providing more 
room for staging your document when 
scanning 

� NEW SmartWorks EZ Touch -
SCAN / COPY / E-Mail software included

� 42” image width – suits A0, E and 
ARCH E size scans

� High speed scanning in monochrome, gray  
scale and color - giving sharp, fine image 
detail

� Bi-directional LED2 lighting for optimum
object illumination and instant-on scanning

� Scans media up to 0.08” / 2mm thick – 
suits ALL technical documents

� On-site upgrade from monochrome to 
color or express color - for a clear growth 
path as you expand 

� Magnetic document edge-guide for easier, 
more positive loading

The Colortrac SmartLF SC 42 is a robust and reliable high 
volume production scanner whose efficient operation, 
image quality, scanning speed and practical software gets 
more documents scanned to the highest quality every 
hour.
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The 42” image width is ideally suited to the demanding 
and difficult volume scanning needs of AEC, CAD, 
Mapping, GIS and Service Bureau professionals.  

Using our NEW full width SingleSensor1 with true 1200dpi 
optical resolution provides outstanding image capture 
with more than enough resolving power for any large 
format scanning job and with virtually Stitch-free user 
maintenance.

Using the SuperSpeed USB3 interface gives the SmartLF 
SC 42 very high speed data transfer of up to 5Gb/sec 
making everyday batch scanning tasks now even more 
efficient and more productive.   

The SmartLF SC42 is available in three affordable 

and uniquely upgradable models.  Start with a 

monochrome solution and then upgrade to color 

later on.

We also include the straightforward 

SmartWorks EZ Touch SCAN/COPY/E-mail software

which runs with either touch-screen* or keyboard / 

mouse modes - switch between them any time you 

like!

The optional SmartWorks EZ Touch Plus adds

further image manipulation to your finger tips and 

combines wide format scanning and copying in one 

very easy to use program with full compatibility 

for many wide format printers through standard 

Windows drivers.

The new SmartWorks Pro SCAN & COPY
software is an optional professional application 

providing more advanced control over all aspects 

of the scanning and copying processes.  The 

SmartWorks Pro demonstration version may be

freely downloaded from www.colortrac.com

Because you need large format scanning solutions 
that work for you:

* Requires proprietary touch screen driver (for Windows 7 or Vista) and a touch sensitive monitor.

SmartWorks EZ Touch software.


